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QUESTION 1

A Linux administrator needs to resolve a service that has failed to start. The administrator runs the following command: 

The following output is returned 

Which of the following is MOST likely the issue? 

A. The service does not have permissions to read write the startupfile. 

B. The service startupfile size cannot be 81k. 

C. The service startupfile cannot be owned by root. 

D. The service startupfile should not be owned by the root group. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A Linux administrator needs to remove software from the server. Which of the following RPM options should be used? 

A. rpm -s 

B. rm -d 

C. rpm -q 

D. rpm -e 

Correct Answer: D 

D. rpm -e 

The rpm -e option is used to remove software packages from a Linux system that uses the RPM Package Manager.
This option allows the administrator to remove one or more installed packages, along with all their dependencies. 

 

QUESTION 3

A junior systems administrator recently installed an HBA card in one of the servers that is deployed for a production
environment. Which of the following commands can the administrator use to confirm on which server the card was
installed? 
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A. lspci | egrep ‘hba|fibr’ 

B. lspci | zgrep ‘hba|fibr’ 

C. lspci | pgrep ‘hba|fibr’ 

D. lspci | ‘hba|fibr’ 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A Linux administrator cloned an existing Linux server and built a new server from that clone. The administrator
encountered the following error after booting the cloned server: 

The administrator performed the commands listed below to further troubleshoot and mount the missing filesystem: 

Which of the following should administrator use to resolve the device mismatch issue and mount the disk? 

A. mount disk by device-id 

B. fsck -A 

C. mount disk by-label 

D. mount disk by-blkid 

Correct Answer: C 

According to this link the answer should be C: https://unix.stackexchange.com/questions/644708/how-can-i-prevent-disk-
uuid-mismatch-when-cloning-a-machine 

 

QUESTION 5

When trying to log in remotely to a server, a user receives the following message: 
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The server administrator is investigating the issue on the server and receives the following outputs: 

Which of the following is causing the issue? 

A. The wrong permissions are on the user\\'s home directory. 

B. The account was locked out due to three failed logins. 

C. The user entered the wrong password. 

D. The user has the wrong shell assigned to the account. 

Correct Answer: D 
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